
Full metal AEG replica ARCTURUS PDW
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-15952-Full-metal-AEG-replica-ARCTURUS-PDW

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Energy (J) Length (cm) Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

LE2013 Arcturus PDW AEG Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  135  0.9  54.5  2530  Electrical  294.00 € incl. tax

A replica for CQB and indoor
Ultra compact replica based on an AR15 platform, which will offer you a real playing advantage, in CQB
type fights and in cramped environments. Its small size, and reduced weight, will speed up your aiming and
your reactivity, allowing you to gain a clear advantage over your opponent.

For more realism and solidity, the replica is equipped with external parts (barrel, handguard, Lower / Upper,
trigger, Buffer, cocking lever, stock) made of steel and light alloy
The ARCTURUS PDW with a power of 0.9 joules.
The replica has Flip-up sights, adjustable and removable.

Handguard in CNC Aluminum, equipped with the M-LOCK system and a 21mm Picatinny / Weaver
MILSTD 1913 rail

The replica comes with a Real-Cap (30bs) / Mid-Cap (130 Bbs) magazine

Weight: 2530 g
Folded stock size: 545 mm
Unfolded stock size: 675 mm
6-position telescopic stock with battery compartment in the buffer.
T-Dean battery connector
recommended with 7.4V battery size 7.7.5x18x96mm
Hop-Up: Notched wheel and metal block
Gearbox: V2
Switch: Micro Switch
Engine: 19,000 RPM
Piston: Nylon and reinforced polymer fiber
Internal barrel: 6.01 x 200 mm

 

The particularity of ARCTURUS replicas is that they all have a unique serial number.

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-15952-Full-metal-AEG-replica-ARCTURUS-PDW


 

PDW (Personal Defense Weapon) type weapons first saw the light of day during World War II. They were
intended for support unit soldiers based behind the lines, tank units, artillerymen ... They allowed soldiers
qualified as "non-combatants" to be able to defend themselves in the event of an enemy attack.

PDWs in their modern form saw their advent in the 1990s with the APDW (Advanced Personal Defense
Weapon) program. the result was a wide democratization of these weapons within law enforcement units,
conventional units and special forces.

 

History of the MOS brand:
The MOS Manufacture brand installed in HONG KONG, is first of all known for its manufacture of
accessories for airsoft, with an excellent quality / price ratio, recognized by all.

Eager to develop their own replica, it offers a very qualitative range, acclaimed by airsofters: ARCTURUS

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


